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a b s t r a c t

Materials sliding on a larger substrate age faster than the substrate itself, but no available model of
friction takes into account this aspect. We developed a model based on the memory effect of both the
mobile and the plane samples, separately, and characterized by macroscopic geometric measurements
(e.g., sliding distances and samples sizes). We studied the contact between fresh paper samples and
samples that have already underwent several slidings. Experimental and theoretical results are in good
agreement. Finally, we used our model to demonstrate how the existing test methods can lead to
differences in the measured forces of friction. The results allow both a better understanding and
quantitative characterization of the dependence of friction with the history of the contact.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The force of friction between two surfaces may depend on the
distance of relative sliding. This dependence was intensively
studied for sliding distances at a microscale (e.g., static-to-kinetic
transition [1]) or for long runs (e.g., wear). However, the depen-
dence of the friction force to sliding distances of the scale of the
samples (e.g., few centimeters) remains poorly characterized. Yet
this dependence influences the stability of stacks [2] or the touch-
feel of tissues [3], for example.

To study this influence of the sliding distance on the friction
force, we consider the force of kinetic friction induced by a paper-
on-paper contact [4]. Indeed, macroscopic sliding distances
between papers induce drops in friction force: a logarithmic-
shape decrease up to �50% in 30 cm is typically observed [5–8].
Moreover, this decrease has a persistent memory effect [6]: if the
experience is interrupted, the next value of friction is equal to the
one prior to the stop, even for hours. Finally, the decrease in
friction force with the sliding distance is identical considering
(i) one direction, (ii) the opposite direction, and (iii) when switch-
ing from one direction to the opposite direction [6–8]. A reor-
ientation of surface structures (e.g., cellulosic fibers) in the
direction of the sliding may explain these phenomena [7,8].

A model of the friction force evolution is needed to engineer
mechanisms involving friction. Such a model is however still
missing for sliding distances of the scale of the samples length.
Moreover, the friction force is considered in standards (i) during
the first and third repeated slidings, (ii) on a distance of 10 cm, (iii)
in the same sliding direction, and (iv) from the same starting
point, as the solid is repositioned to its original place after each
sliding [9–11]. Two measurements are however not sufficient to
properly describe the whole decrease, in particular during the first
sliding. In addition, the measurements are time consuming, as
numerous repeated slidings are required. The decrease in friction
force with the sliding distance may be also wrongly assimilated to
the transition from the break-away force to the force of kinetic
friction: both decreases have the same shape, but (i) take place on
different scales, (ii) are due to different mechanisms, and (iii) have
different memory effects. Finally, the force of friction measured on
a given sliding distance cannot be considered equal to the one
obtained for another sliding distance. Thus, comparing the results
obtained with two standards using different sliding distances [7]
becomes unfounded. Similarly, the force of friction measured after
a 10 cm slide cannot be compared to the friction measured in
industrial processes, where the typical characteristic length is of
few meters.

Characterizing the decrease in friction force with the sliding distance
while minimizing the number of experiments is a challenge we propose
to face. We will first propose a theoretical model of the decreasing
friction force. Then, we will present the materials and method used for
both identification and validation of the proposed model. Finally, the
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results of the experiments will be presented, and both the proposed
model and the experimental method will be discussed.

2. Proposed friction model

We develop a model that links the force of friction to dimen-
sional parameters – in particular the sliding distance and the sizes
of the samples. We consider a mobile sample sliding on a plane
sample. The surface of both samples has surface structures,
reoriented in the direction of the sliding. The size of these
structures is infinitesimal compared to the size of the samples.

We call f f ;0 the contribution to the force of friction, per unit
apparent contact area, for surface structures that are fully reoriented
in the direction of the sliding (expressed in Nm�2). When the surface
structures are not fully reoriented in the direction of the sliding, the
force of friction increases. The contributions of mobile and plane
surface structures to this increase, per unit apparent contact area, are
noted f f ;mobile and f f ;plane, respectively (expressed in Nm�2). Thus, the
force of friction, Ff, is calculated as the sum of those different
contributions on the whole apparent contact surface, S:

Ff ¼
Z
S

f f ;0þ f f ;mobileþ f f ;plane
� �

dS ð1Þ

We consider that the mobile and plane surfaces are made from the
same material. Their surface structures are therefore of the same
nature. Thus, the contribution of these structures to the friction force
(f f ;mobile and f f ;plane) can be described by the same function ff. Literature
suggests that the sliding modifies the force of friction. Therefore, we
propose that the ff function depends on the total sliding distances
underwent by the surface structures, called local sliding distances:

f f ;mobile ¼ f f ðdmobileÞ
f f ;plane ¼ f f ðdplaneÞ

(
ð2Þ

where dmobile and dplane represent the local sliding distances of the
mobile and plane surface structures, respectively.

We consider a mobile of length L moving on a plane. At a time t
of the sliding number N, the mobile moved from a distance d(t), as
represented in Fig. 1.

At a position x of the contact, the local sliding distances are
given by

dmobileðx; tÞ ¼ dðtÞþD � ðN�1Þ ð3Þ

dplaneðx; tÞ ¼
ðN�1Þ � xþN � dðtÞ if xþdðtÞoL

N � L�x if LoxþdðtÞoD

N � ðL�xÞþðN�1ÞðD�dÞ if DoxþdðtÞ

8><
>: ð4Þ

We exemplified these evolutions in Fig. 2.
In particular, the local sliding distances are constant along the

samples width, W. Thus, Eq. (1) becomes

Ff ¼W
Z L

0
f f ;0ðxÞþ f f ðdmobileðxÞÞþ f f ðdplaneðxÞÞ

� �
dx ð5Þ

The functions f f ;0 and ff have to be identified to determine Ff. To
identify the ff function, the local sliding distances of both the mobile
(dmobile) and the plane (dplane) have to vary separately. In the next
section, we will therefore propose a method to achieve this identi-
fication. Then we will validate experimentally the model.

3. Materials and method

3.1. Methods

We call hereafter fresh and old materials that underwent no
sliding and 10 repeated slidings, respectively. We carried out three

different experiments involving 10 repeated slidings (from N¼1 to
10):

(i) PlaneChange (PCN) – After each repeated sliding, (i) the plane
sample is replaced by a fresh one, and (ii) the mobile is lifted
and placed at its initial position.

(ii) MobileChange (MCN) – After each repeated sliding, the mobile
sample is replaced by a fresh one, and placed at its initial
position.

(iii) NoChange (NCN) – After each sliding, the mobile is lifted and
placed at its initial position without replacing any sample. The
experiment corresponds to the standard conditions.

Each experiment is carried on 10 different pairs of samples, and
the results are averaged. The local sliding distances of the
materials at the beginning of the second repeated sliding of each
experiment are represented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup. An arm moves at constant speed
V. A spring and a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) position sensor are
placed between a weighted sled and the arm. The sled has a length L and slides on a
plane. The rear of the mobile slides from 0 to D. At a time t during the sliding, the
position of the mobile rear is d(t). The position on the contact is called x.

Fig. 2. Evolution of the local sliding distances of a plane (dplane, double-hashed
areas) and a mobile (dmobile, simple hashed areas) during two repeated slidings.
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